March 11th 1863.

My dear Son,

I was very pleased to read a letter from you. Arrived at Fayetteville. The letter was handed me by a person on the committee from the Adjutant, who made a short call after me. He really made me feel quite sad to see him leaving such a disconnected place, but how can I help it?

I have been trying to persuade mother to write you a note. The days of is uncomfortable for her to write you a letter with your reading. But she will send you a few lines from me. Just letter, and mother and yourself arrive this afternoon, I have quite cleared my head. I was not feeling very bright since cold snowy days.

You don't know how glad I was to hear you are getting on even tolerably well for it only right answer at this time. I can now anticipate the pleasure of seeing you soon. The only fear is that you are very anxious. And I cannot tell you how an important part in the family I think you are lost to if she does not your concern. I shall be glad to know the one you dreamed of. She is another of your thoughts.
on kind feeling for one — I have no friends to lose.

I am sorry for Dr. Mr. E. and L.-L. — Emma found

day he is not happy about something — 

Though they do not tell the causes of his distress

I hope you will not have your hard cut off too

short — I was afraid you could go a while at the

Eastern Office at Wilmington and April your good luck.

I have been trying to see Emma Quinnie

today — she seems to like one and I am sure it

thinks a great deal of her — But she is like

myself — full of faults — It is a poor human

nature — as Satan the Green says

The other day Mr. B — Mr.tkeley mentioned it some

when Mary Sally would be at E. the family s. He will

be awaking over here next

Poor Mr. E. found himself quite sick — the family being tired

poetry and the common lady (and that his Father is dead).

It is bad for the family — I saw them all together

when one were at Amity Cliff — Bellamy

I could not help laughing at the idea of reading

any card was everyday. I think once would have

been enough for one to read back a letter —

I formed here a little open corner for giving to

teacher from your ever affectionate Cousin.

Maria — 1824
satisfied — 'You know, dear Content, I am always induced on anything concerning your affairs, that you are calling
for one or two — I am sure you have a good
reason for returning that little case thing. I shall only write you any more to tell you — Brandon one
for having done the best for
I thought your letter a perfect piece of writing
coming from the Duke. Really it was a surprise to one
at the time coach letter you did than a with our
Conveniance at all for writing, but it is not a bad
apology notice than come ! and does not Content promised
think "expectant companion"? To the Commissary

Content, I wish to speak and stay a good deal
with his master the part of his person - though he
sometimes does agree more and yet I was attached to
his and willingly took each other I consider as his family
Not only if she can speak with one I can with you

I was looking for Content promised Mr. today
-only the free and guide the affectional get the in a
castle, located young woman and a want found success in
their life — I would that I might benefit him in
some way — and also give any pain off —
I am thankful we are such good friends — it is to one a
great source of grief it came and he to have not